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www.twitter.com/Rossellisnc

www.facebook.com/rosselli.snc
www.youtube.com/user/RosselliSNC

www.rossellisnc.com
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Speedy 700 R 2PTOSpeedy 700 R 2PTO
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New security rules - UNI EN 1870-6:2018New security rules - UNI EN 1870-6:2018

Security system Security system 
Security system that allows the 

saw blade stop in case of danger 
while the driveshaft continues to 

rotate. 
The saw blade stop occurs in less 

than 8 seconds.

Wood locking systemWood locking system Drain for vacuum Drain for vacuum 
cleaner for wood chipscleaner for wood chips

Protection systemProtection system

OptionalOptional

    Pneumatic Pneumatic 
     wheels     wheels

OptionalOptional

Wheel Wheel 
     axle     axle

OptionalOptional

Widia Widia 
    blade    blade

 Model Blade 
diameter

Dimensions
Maximum

Cutting 
depth Working Table Supply Weight

                 
(mm) LxBxH - (mm) (mm) (mm) (Kg)

Speedy 700 R Ø 700 1810x900x1230 245
Sliding 
Table 850x1170

Cardan shaft
147

Three-point linkage / Rear

Speedy 700R 
2PTO Ø 700 1810x900x1230 245

Sliding 
Table 850x1170

Cardan shaft
153

Three-point linkage / Rear

Speedy, the Rosselli driveshaft circular saw 
bench, is the bigger machine proposed by our 
company: it is equipped with a spacious table 
(850x1350 mm) to place the wood and with a Ø 
700 blade.
In order to guarantee a comfortable, fast and 
above all safe cut, the Rosselli firm has also stu-
died a newly designed wood-block: an ergono-
mic and functional solution expressly developed 
to avoid both possible contacts with the disk and 
the dangerous rotations of the wood during the 
cutting phases.
Compared with traditional saw benches, Speedy allows cutting not only defined 

shape logs, but also irregular shape logs and bundles of branches. 
This saw bench is completely built in Italy with very high quality materials in order to produce a long-la-
sting machine.  


